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    Passion for the breed. 
Passion for the APBT Bulldog as working dog.   
In the fascinating world of “real” APBT performing high prey and other 
working drives dogs - there is something for everybody.     
Most APBT enthusiast, ordinary APBT owners, breeders and competing 
sporting dog owners simply like the feeling of owning and loving such a 
great working sporting dog as the APBT dog … just because these dogs 
… as the ultimate family dog and guardian, or … for whatever the 
reason you love them.   
Then also because of their high canine drives, high level of energy, 
alertness, outstanding determination, awesome affectionate character 
and typical APBT temperament & traits, endurance, high confidence, 
reliability, structure and unreal  predator and athletic abilities.  



The “real” APBT became and still are a special sought after dog to have 
… outstanding as ordinary family house dogs - then as purposely 
trained as watch and or guard dogs of note … and or as working 
gladiator, worthy predator and born catch dog. If trained ideal for 
attack, security or protection work is so desired.   
   
Some owners might be strictly dog conditioners or handlers or trainers - 
whether or not the dog belongs to them or to someone else, their 
thrills come from having the knowledge and ability to put such a 
working ability game dog in the kind of condition that, by far,  
transcends the physical condition of any other canine endeavor. Some 
then possess the skill and desire to give this dog the opportunity to 
compete in any of the various dog sport or disciplines.   
The APBT is inclined to connect up with your soul.   
   
The passionate breeder producing the “real” APBT no fear working dog, 
as true dogmen … who put carefully and purposefully selected and 
sought after bloodlines and genetics together … for the purpose to 
maintain and to better this breed... for awesomeness ... and to expand 
to a family of “real APBT’s” to then be proud of their offspring.  Those 
who operate in an inexact science to constantly come up with superior 
dogs … I lift my hat.   
 


